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Disclaimer - General

• The comments expressed herein are the authors’ own  and should not be 
interpreted in any way as representing their respective employers’ views or 
policies. 
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Disclaimer - FDA

The comments expressed herein are the authors’ own  and 

should not be interpreted in any way as representing FDA’s 

views or policies. 

www.fda.gov



A Bit of Background



ICH E9 (R1) Status

• ICH E9 (R1) “Addendum on estimands and sensitivity analysis in clinical trials 
to the guideline on statistical principles for clinical trials” was finalized in 
November 2019. 

• The EMA (CHMP) formally adapted the addendum on January 30, 2020. It 
came into effect in the EU on July 30, 2020. 

• Health Canada formally implemented the addendum on July 21, 2020. 

• The FDA is in the process of formally adapting the addendum. 



Note: Final estimand guidance includes treatment attribute identifying respective treatment conditions.







Pre-addendum:

“ ITT” primary.
Attempts to “rescue” failed OS with ad-hoc treatment switching analyses.  

Likely not all data collected that “proper modelling” requires.

Post-hoc.

Post-addendum:

Estimand of interest: hypothetical.
EMA Q&A document that opens door to such analyses IF:  

Preplan.

Ensure quality throughout protocol, proper data collection, and analysis.

Assumptions transparent.

https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/adjustment-cross-over-estimating-effects-oncology-trials


Estimands in OncologyWG
 Purpose: common understanding and consistent definitions for key estimands in

Oncology across industry
 initiated and led by Evgeny Degtyarev (Novartis) and Kaspar Rufibach (Roche),  

first TC Feb 2018
 34 members (15 from Europe and 19 from US) representing 22 companies
 established as EFSPI SIG (Nov 2018) and ASA Biopharmaceutical Section SWG  

(Apr 2019)
 collaboration with regulators from EMA, FDA, Japan, China, Taiwan, and Canada

Oncology Biostatistics



Questions for the Panel

• 1) Does the addendum's "framework to align planning, design, conduct, analysis, and interpretation" live up 
to its promise of facilitating interactions between stakeholders?

• 2) How is the estimands framework impacting academic methodological and applied research?

• 3) To what extent is the estimands framework affecting study objectives, design, sample size, development 
time of trials, and conduct as distinct from purely statistical topics (variable definitions, sensitivity 
analyses)?

• 4) On a spectrum between pure burden (addendum adds more protocol/SAP text and more sensitivity 
analyses to accomplish the same thing) and strategic opportunities (door to new strategies leading to 
approvability in previously unapprovable situations, or use of previously unacceptable estimators), where 
do you think the addendum is currently perceived?

• 5) What are experiences from industry with health authorities and HTA bodies, and vice versa?



Question #1
Does the addendum's "framework to align planning, design, 
conduct, analysis, and interpretation" live up to its promise 
of facilitating interactions between stakeholders? 

• We have found a common language that has improved 
the communication between stakeholders

• Understanding the need for multi-disciplinary thinking 
has increased 

• There is still a tendency to do some 
retro-fitting or rather ‘do what we 
have always done’

• In some indication areas the 
advantage of using the framework is 
not obvious



#2) How is the estimands framework impacting academic 
methodological and applied research?
Increased awareness of post-randomization confounding, impact of model misspecification, and deeper 
conceptual challenges in clinical trials

Increased tension between desire for simple single number summaries of treatment effects for decision making 
and need for more elaborate models to describe complex processes

Increased thinking about settings where weighting can "fix" problems and awareness of when it can't

Model specification issues
• causal inference with non-proportional hazards

Post-randomization complications introducing time-dependent confounding
• dependent study withdrawal
• non-compliance
• co-interventions (post-progression rescue treatments)

Inherently deeply challenging problems
• causal inference about intervention effects on 

non-fatal responses when mortality is non-negligible



Question #3
• To what extent is the estimands framework affecting study

objectives, design, sample size, development time of trials,
and conduct as distinct from purely statistical topics (variable
definitions, sensitivity analyses)?



Some thoughts on Q3
• Based on our accumulating experience, the addendum is already having a

noticeable impact on important study aspects beyond the expected impact on
purely statistical considerations
– The impact seen is being driven by more clarity on the clinical question of interest

which is now reflected in the target of estimation (the estimand) as per the
addendum to ICH E9

– In the past, the clinical question was not typically clearly articulated in clinical trial
protocols



Some thoughts on Q3
• In particular, in the past: 

• clinically relevant intercurrent events that could impact either the occurrence or the 
interpretation of the endpoint of interest have not always been given the careful consideration 
they deserve at the trial planning stage

• With the development and implementation of the addendum to ICH E9:
• clearly articulating the treatment effect of interest at the trial planning stage “requires 

a thoughtful envisioning of “intercurrent events”, and this is having a direct impact on 
choices made with regard to study design and conduct (as well as analysis)



Some thoughts on Q3
• For example:

– targeting a treatment effect disregarding the initiation of subsequent therapies is
different from targeting a treatment effect assuming that subsequent therapies had
not been initiated

– the magnitude of the treatment effect is likely different under the two scenarios, and
collection of data after the initiation of subsequent therapies is not necessary in the
second case
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Q4: Current Perceptions?

On a spectrum between pure burden (addendum adds more 

protocol text and more sensitivity analyses to accomplish the 

same thing) and strategic opportunities (door to new strategies 

leading to approvability in previously un-approvable situations, 

or use of previously inacceptable estimators), where do you 

think the addendum is currently perceived? 

www.fda.gov
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Question #5
What are experiences from industry 
with health authorities and HTA bodies, 
and vice versa?

 Different estimand are 
often requested

 Comparative evidence

Ask to put trial setups in the 
estimand framework for new studies

Use estimand language for 
submission inquiries and COVID 
inquires for ongoing studies 



Your Turn

•QUESTIONS?
• Please use the “Ask the Presenter a Question” box to send your questions to 

the chair. 



End

•THANK YOU!
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